


File>new
change dimensions to 8 inch by 8 inch



Find your pop culture icon and right click and 
copy image



Edit>paste
Ctrl T and scale image



Image>adjustments> desaturase



Right click on layer and choose duplicate



On top layer 
image>adjustments> contrast and brightness (it is ok to be 
extreme … you want that. Very bright but with some shadows



Image>adjustments> threshold



Slide the scale until u get something with a lot 
of white and some details in black



Toggle off the top layer and choose the 
bottom



Filter > filter gallery> poster edges



Toggle on and top layer and change layer 
mode to “overlay”



Lock both layers



Add new layer and change layer mode to 
multiply



Choose the poly lasso tool



Select an area/ shape by clicking around the 
contour of the edges of the image (remember you 
must end where you begin)



Choose your paint brush
choose a color
change the diameter of the paintbrush
paint inside the selections (marching ants)



Fill in the whole shape



Change the layer mode to multiply



Add a new layer
use poly lasso tool select a new area
with the paint bush paint with an analogous color “like Color” to your last color, 
and then change the layer mode to multiply



Fill in all!!!! White areas!!! Must have at least 
5 shapes!!!! More is better!!!



Now open the pop art template on MrsRas.com



Using the rectangle marquee tool and drag a 
box around the whole piece



Edit>merge



Use your marquee tool and select one of the 
boxes



Edit>paste special>paste into



Ctrl T
and scale to the size of the box



Back in the original piece.. Think of a new color 
combinations.. Ie yellow, orange.  
-Choose a layer with a color shape on it
-pick the magic wand tool and click on the color shape



Ctrl U
choose the colorize button
now play with the hue to get the new desired 
color



Continue changing the color to all layers



Use marquee selection tool
Copy>copy merge



Use selection tool to select the next box, then 
edit>paste special>paste into



Continue changing the color making new 
color combos and fill up the boxes


